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Definition of journal’s impact

• A journal’s global impact, is a kind of ability that the 
content and brand of a journal can attract readers’ 
attention, get their recognition, and even change 
their thoughts, opinions and behaviors.   

Wu & Xiao, 2013



Elements of journal’s impact

Content

Readers

Brands 
with global 

impact

• high quality papers 
with strict peer 
review process

• reflect the latest 
research trends

• attract readers’ 
attention to read, cite 
and communicate 
scientific ideas

• attract authors’ interest 
and intension to submit 
research papers



Analysis of a journal’s impact 

• In mainland China, the global impact of a journal 
is often described with the following parameters, 
but it is not enough, 
– Indexing by databases, i.e., WoS, Scopus, EI, CA 

– Impact Factor

– Number of editorial board members out of China 

– Percentage of submissions or published papers from 
authors out of China 

– Percentage of reviewers out of China 

• The promotion plan on global impact of 
Chinese science and technology 
journals In 2012



Tracking and evaluation of 
journal’s impact

• How is your journal performing? 

• How does your journal compare to others? 
– Impact Factor

– Submission Institutions 

– Article output trend

– Citations by other journals 

– Self-Citation 

– H-Index 

– Relative Impact in your category 

– ……



Journal Impact Factor (JIF)

• Originally created as a tool to help librarians identify 
journals to purchase, not as a measure of the 
scientific quality of research in an article. 

• Now used as the primary parameter to evaluate 
journal’s impact and even research quality, but with 
limitations: 

– citation distributions highly skewed 

– field-specific

– can be manipulated

– data neither transparent                                                                 
nor openly available



San Francisco Declaration on 
Research Assessment (DORA)

• Initiated by the American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB) in 
2012, together with a group of editors and publishers of 
scholarly journals, recognizes the need to improve the ways 
in which the outputs of scientific research are evaluated. 

http://am.ascb.org/dora/

• General Recommendation:
– Do not use journal-based metrics, 

such as Journal Impact Factors, as 
a surrogate measure of the 
quality of individual research 
articles, to assess an individual 
scientist’s contributions, or in 
hiring, promotion, or funding 
decisions.



Multiple publication metrics 
Data sources

• Journal Citation Reports

– Impact Factor 

– 5-Year Impact Factor 

– Immediacy Index

– Eigenfactor® Score

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php

• SCImago Journal Rankings
– SJR (SCImago Journal Rank) 

indicator
– H-index
– Cites per Documents
– Self Cites
– Uncited Documents
– % International Collaboration
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Methods and Practices

1   Guidance with editorial policies

• Tracking hot topics

• Indentifying research frontsContent Focus

• identifying highly cited authors

• Exploring Key Opinion LeadersInviting Authors

• Knowing the market you compete in 

• Understanding competitors
Competitive 

Development

Editorial Policy Information  Analysis



Methods and Practices

2   Guidance with Research Impact

– Methods for documenting impact

• Citations, Downloads

• especially by foreign authors/institutions/Journals

– Resources for  locating evidence of impact

• Web of Science, Scopus, Faculty of 1000

• The publisher’s website

– Strategies for enhancing impact



1.1   Tracking hot topics 
and research fronts

• Citations viewpoint

– Web of Science, WoS

– Essential Science Indicators, ESI
• Highly Cited Papers (last 10 years)

• Hot Papers (last 2 years)

• Research Fronts

• Peer Review viewpoint

– Faculty of 1000’s article recommendations

– The context of citations

• Research Funding viewpoint

– NIH, MRC, NSFC





http://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm



Hot papers of diabetes mellitus 
in Faculty of 1000

Hot papers of HIV/AIDS in ESI



Mapping Science Structure

• Detection, measurement 
and interpretation of the 
biomedical science 
structure based on 
research front papers in 
ESI.  

• To help indentify the 
most active and 
emerging research areas 
in biomedical research. 



1.2  Identifying Key authors

• Bibliometric analysis can play an important role 

in helping to find the key opinion leaders:

– The most active authors

– Highly cited authors

– Authors with high degree of international collaboration

• Analyzing publication and citation patterns for 

evidence-based decisions. 

– inviting prestigious specialists to write

– Pushing relevant paper to the right readers



Use high-quality data 

• We encourage the use of high-quality data for 

quantitative analysis to make evidence-based decisions.

– Literature search with Cycling (Keyword Plus, Related Records, 
and Citation Counts as discriminators)

– Relative citation measures to find top-end performers(authors 
of highly cited and hot papers)

– Research fronts to examine specialty structures, identify 
research leaders, and make the most appropriate and effective 
connections     

– F1000 to find the most influential scientists within a specialty 
(post peer review)



Identifying high influential scholars in the field 
of Nutrition related health economics 



1.3 understanding your competitors 

• We have to stand out and offer something 
new and different：

– How to rank among other journals in a specific 
subject category? 

– How are competitors performing? 

– Does the scope of the journal reflect the latest 
research trends? 



Compare journals in SCImago
(based on Scopus)

Compare journals according to various metrics

http://www.scimagojr.com/compare.php?un=journals



Percentage of cited documents of NEJM, The lancet, JAMA 
and BMJ



International collaboration:  Percentage of documents with 
more than one country



2 Guidance with Research Impact

• Strategies for enhancing impact

– Content

• Solicit papers on hot topics

• Publish articles of highly cited authors

– Readers

• Invite renowned scholars to write reviews

• Share important papers in conferences and 
symposiums

• Keep in contact with established scholars 

• Expand your network among new scholars 

• Push selected papers/links to potential readers globally
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Conclusions and Recommendations

• Strategic decision on journals’ development
– Informed decision and evidence based decision

– Make full use of various data and information 

• Big data thought 
– find qualified authors, potential readers, etc. 

– Reliable author, reviewer & readers database

– big data sources, journal archive, Google scholar, Web of 
Science 



Conclusions and Recommendations

• Brand promotion

– Promoting the journal to global research community

– Calling for papers globally for the journal’s special 
issues/sections

– Leveraging globally resources 

– Obtaining premium submissions  

– Improving   journal impact in the field, and building the 
journal brand gradually 



Many publishers … 
Even more journals 



• To attract the best authors 

• To keep them coming back ! 

• To increase the number of readers 

• To keep them coming back !



Thanks!

Xiaoli Tang

E-mail: tang.xiaoli@imicams.ac.cn

TEL: +86 (10)-52328902

HTTP: www.imicams.ac.cn
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